An expansion is defined by Birget and Rhodes [l] to be a functor F from the category of semigroups into some special category of semigroups which has the property that there is a natural transformation q from the functor F to the identity functor such that q(S) is surjective for every semigroup S. In [l] Birget and Rhodes introduce and investigate a number of expansions which associate 'almost' finite semigroups to arbitrary semigroups. One of them, denoted by (y)'"', is also examined in [2] . They prove that if G is a group, then d'* is an E-unitary inverse monoid and the kernel of the homomorphism q(G) is just the least group congruence on G8. Moreover, they describe the free inverse semigroup on a set X as a well-determined subsemigroup in G"'" with G the free group on X. Meakin [4] determines which semigroups S have a regular expansion s" and describes the free normal band on X and the free left regular band on X by means of the expansion p of the free rectangular band S on X, and of the free semilattice S on X, respectively.
At the same time, he shows by considering the expansion d"p of the free abelian group G on X that the application of the expansion (y)** for free objects need not yield free objects.
We present here an abstract characterization of the expansions G% of groups (cf. Corollary 3) which may lead to a better understanding of the essence of the expansion (T)'@ at least for groups. Namely, we notice first that GH is an F-inverse semigroup for any group G and (y)'* is a functor from the category of groups into the category of F-inverse semigroups.
Then we verify that this functor is a left adjoint of the functor assigning the greatest group homomorphic image to any F-inverse semigroup.
The reader is supposed to be familiar with the basic notions and results in the 
~kv)).
It is routine to verify that (')R is an expansion with q the natural transformation required. For any inverse semigroup S, we denote by (T = os the least group congruence on
S. An F-inverse semigroup is an inverse semigroup in which every o-class has a greatest element with respect to the natural partial order. Denote by 3 the category of F-inverse semigroups and their homomorphisms which map the greatest element of a o-class onto the greatest element of a o-class. The category of groups and their homomorphism will be denoted by @. Define the functor Q : '$-*a assigning the greatest group homomorphic image to every F-inverse semigroup in the following way. For any SE Ob 3, let Q(S) = S/o.
If p : S+ T is a morphism in 3, then ~a$ is a homomorphism of S into the group T/a. Since os is the least group congruence on S there exists a unique homomorphism (DO of S/a into T/a such that CJMJ$-=~$~~~.
Define Q(p) to be pa. It is easily checked that Q is, indeed, a functor of 5 into 6. Now we prove that the image of the restriction of the functor (y)& to @ is contained in 3.
For an arbitrary group G, denote by P,(G) the set of all finite subsets of G containing 1.
Proposition 1. (i) For every group G, we have with multiplication V&g)@, h) = (A ug.B,gh).
Consequently, e"4 is an F-inverse semigroup.
(ii) For every homomorphism 9 : G-G' of groups, @"p : C?'.@-+G'% is a homomorphism mapping the greatest element of a a-class in e;"R onto the greatest element of a a-class in GSR.
Proof. (i) The inclusion
c is obvious by definition. In order to prove the reverse inclusion, let A = { 1, gl, g2, . . . , gk, g} . Then
whence the equality follows. It is proved in [2] that G'* is an E-unitary inverse semigroup and a is just the kernel of the homomorphism q(G). Thus the a-classes of G'* are the subsets Since, for any (A, g) E 9,(G) x G with g EA, we have
) and (A, 1) is an idempotent element in d'@, we deduce that (A,g)< ({ l,g},g). Hence ({ 1, g}, g) is the greatest element of the a-class corresponding to g E G. Thus d*@ is, indeed, an F-inverse semigroup.
(ii) It is immediate from the definition of @* that, for every ge G, we have ({ I,g},g) @"=({ l,g~},g~).
So @"4 maps the greatest element of the a-class in G"p corresponding to g onto the greatest element of the a-class in @I;R corresponding to gy7. The proof is complete. 0
This proposition allows us to define a functor E of @ into 3 by restricting (y)" to a). We are ready to state our main result.
Theorem 2. The jiinctor E is a left adjoint of the functor Q.
We will not prove this statement directly but an equivalent statement concerning functors between @ and the category of the so-called F-pairs. For the sake of completeness we include the definition of the category of F-pairs. Let G be a group and Y a semilattice with identity E. Suppose that a mapping G x Y+ Y, (g, a)~ go (x is given such that the following axioms are satisfied. It is straightforward to check that the F-pairs together with their morphisms form a category. This category will be denoted by '5. It is proved in [5, VII. 61 that the categories 5 and 2 are equivalent.
Namely, the equivalence of 3 and 5 can be given by the following functors.
The functor F: S-3 is defined in such a way that, for every (Y, G) E Ob 5, F( Y, G) is the F-inverse semigroup on the set {(a,g)E YxG: argoe} with multiplication (a, g>(P, h) = (a Ago P, gh), and, for every (0, o) : (Y, G)-t( Y', G') in Horn 2, F(0, co) assigns (a@, gw) to ((x, g) for any (cx,g) 
in F( Y, G).
The exact definition of the functor in the opposite direction K : s+S will not be needed. We mention only that, for every SE Ob 3, K(S) = (Es , S/o) with a suitable action, where Es is the semilattice of idempotents in S, and, for every ~0 : S+S' in Hom 5, K(P) = (IPIE,, cp"). Since the functors F and K determine an equivalence of the categories 8 and 5, the functor F is a left adjoint of the functor K. Therefore, since the composition of adjunctions is again an adjunction, the theorem will be proved if we give functors E : @+cS_ and Q : 3_+@ such that E = FE, Q= QK and i? is a left adjoint of Q. Then, for every gEG, we have {l,g}O=(g~{1})O=gy,~{1}O=gy,~a={l,g}O,. Since B,(G) is generated by the elements { 1, g} (g E G) and both 0 and 0, are homomorphisms we infer that O=O,. Thus /I is, indeed, surjective. Finally, we verify that the following diagrams are commutative for any y : G-G in Horn @ and (0, w) 
(G).
Thus we have proved that /?G,CY,H) is natural both in G and (Y, H) whence it follows that E is a left adjoint of Q. This completes the proof of the theorem. q
The theorem implies the following abstract characterization of 6%' for any group G: 
Corollary 3. For every group G, the pair (6%, q) has the property that, whenever S is an F-inverse semigroup and v, is a homomorphism of S onto G with

